trapped on a tropical Island with

MAGHUB

You’re stranded on a tropical deserted island, all you have is your laptop and surprisingly a decent
Wi-Fi connection (lucky). You need to manage your magazine publication while you await your
rescue. Here are five things MagHub can manage while you are out of the office.

Support

If you’ve read the reviews for MagHub, you’ll see Support is our greatest asset. With a dedicated
support team based in the U.S., we provide our clients with Live Chat, Pendo, Support Ticketing,
Email Support, GoToMeetings, Webinars, Hundreds of Videos, Comprehensive Help Center,
Onsite Training, In-Office Training, and Much More. You don’t even need to pick up the phone to
get help, with MagHub that is; if you’re stranded on an island, we’d recommend asking for help
by any means.

Automation

Perhaps while you’re gathering pineapples to make a Piña Colada, sometimes you just can’t be
bothered with the mundane tasks that could easily be automated. Fortunately, with MagHub
you CAN automate them. Whether it’s notifying your sales team of inactivity on an account, to
sending tickets to the respectable parties, MagHub’s automation engine has endless possibilities
to manage your daily/repetitive tasks, that end up taking more time than you think.

Integrations

When you have a software, sometimes you just have to realize other companies excel at certain
things better than you. Sure, you could deny it, but instead we have decided to integrate with
them. Whether you’re setting up Slack notifications to let you team know you’ll be out of the
office for the next few days due to “inclement weather” or creating other necessary integrations
to manage your workload with the nearly endless library of applications with our Zapier
integration.

Updates

Even though you’re sitting underneath a banana tree, that doesn’t mean we get to lounge about.
MagHub updates the 2nd Tuesday of every month and has done so since its creation. What does
that mean to you? Well that means our team reviews each and every feature request submitted
by our clients and chooses the ones that would benefit the most clients at that moment. Of
course, with each release we also feature improvements, fixes, and other tasks that were brought
to our attention throughout the month.

Unity

At MagHub we believe in unity. By that we mean that every department of your publication
should be working in sync, using one tool. Whether you’re an Account Manager selling ads on
page thirteen, or the production team getting ready to launch your fresh issue. Data can flow
from department to another department (depending on need), creating a fully united publishing
agency; and when you’re stranded on a seemingly perfect tropical island, we understand it can be
challenging to communicate effectively.
Stranded on an island? Or looking for a way to increase productivity, revenue, and every
other discernable metric with your publishing business? Reach out to our Account Executives
directly at info@maghub.com and if you are on a tropical island, send us your coordinates,
we’ll be joining you shortly.

